Testhound 101
Student Dashboard

- approve or unenroll students
- Teacher list - can mark unavailable or block a teacher from the list, but can activate them again
- Student accommodations - red means applied or approved, green means no accommodations
- Can manually enter accommodations - click on triangle
- Notes - add special notes about student needs or preferences
Rooms

Rooms—can create new rooms, can be numbers or names
Make sure you have all the available rooms on the master list
State tests can create campus based tests

Building tests—add students>rooms
**Shortcuts/Tips**

Title of test shortcut top right corner
Use reset anytime to clear out
Add small groups first to a test-select filter>assign room
Assign rooms to rest of students> add teacher name
Can move students into different rooms if necessary
Batch assign for large groups of students
Print Master Accommodations before, during, and after testing
Receive materials
Assign booklets to students
Labels
Reports
Pros and Cons
THANKS!

Any questions?